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We construct presentations of finite simple groups with surprisingly few relations.
For example there exists a presentation of the alternating groups An and the sym-
metric groups Sn with only 2 generators and 8 relations. Such presentations have
applications in computational group theory. They are one of the key ingredients in
algorithms for recognizing finite groups generated by matrices over finite fields.

1. Introduction. One method of defining a group G is by a presentation. One
specifies a set S of generators, so that every element of the group can be written as a
product of powers of some of these generators, and a set R of relations among those
generators. We then say G has presentation 〈S | R〉. Informally, G has the above
presentation if it is the “freest group” generated by S subject only to the relations R.
Formally, the group G is said to have the above presentation if it is isomorphic to the
quotient of a free group on S by the normal subgroup generated by the relations R. The
length of a presentation is the sum of the number of generators and the lengths of the
relations as words in both the generators and their inverses.

In this paper we study presentations of finite simple groups G. Our main result
provides unexpected answers to the following questions: How many relations are needed
to define G, and how short can these relations be?

There seems to have been an effort, at least in the 1930’s but also as far back as
1897, to obtain presentations for symmetric and alternating groups involving as few
generators and relations as possible. For example, Moore [29] gave not only the Coxeter
presentation for Sn but also one with 2 generators and approximately n relations. Many
such presentations are reproduced in [13]. In [6, p. 281] we find the question: “Is there
a two-generator presentation for An with k relators, where k is independent of n?”
Our Theorem 3, as well as [2], answers this question. We note that [6] lists various
presentations of small simple groups, using as one of the criteria for “niceness” the short
lengths of all relations.

There has been a great deal of research on presentations for relatively small simple
groups, and for small-dimensional quasisimple groups. Extensive tables are given in [13].
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Special emphasis is given to PSL(2, p) and PGL(2, p) in [13]. An indication of the large
amount of more recent work of this sort can be found in the references in [4, 6, 7, 9, 10].

On the other hand, there are few general references containing presentations for groups
of Lie type; cf. [14, 34, 35, 39], described in [15], and their consequences [1, 24]. However,
there are a few specific groups for which presentations have been published; [10] and [5]
are typical. The only reference containing a hint in the direction of Theorem 3 is [40],
which contains a more precise conjecture than the above question in [6], namely, that
the universal central extension of every finite simple group has a presentation with 2
generators and 2 relations.

The classification of the finite simple groups states that every nonabelian finite simple
group is alternating, of Lie type, or one of 26 sporadic groups. The latter are of no
relevance to our asymptotic results. Instead, we will primarily deal with groups of Lie
type, which have a (relative) rank n over a field Fq. In order to keep our results uniform,
we view the alternating group An and symmetric group Sn as groups of rank n− 1 over
“the field F1 with 1 element” [38]. With this in mind, we will prove the following:

Theorem 1 ([16]). All nonabelian finite simple groups of Lie type of rank n over

Fq, with the possible exception of the Ree groups 2G2(q), have presentations with at most

C generators and relations and total length at most C(logn + log q), for a constant C
independent of n and q.

We estimate that C < 1000. This reflects the explicit and constructive nature of
our presentations. The theorem is interesting in several ways. It already seems quite
surprising that the alternating and symmetric groups have bounded presentations, i.e.,
with a bounded number of generators and relations independent of the size of the group,
as in the theorem. This was even less expected for the groups of Lie type such as
PSL(n, q).

The bound in Theorem 1 can be improved significantly if one drops the requirement
that all relations are short:

Theorem 2 ([18]). All nonabelian finite simple groups of Lie type, with the possible

exception of the Ree groups 2G2(q), have presentations with 2 generators and at most 80
relations.

In some special cases this result can be improved significantly:
Theorem 3 ([18]). All symmetric and alternating groups have presentations with 2

generators and 8 relations.

The bound of 80 relations is not optimal – in all cases we shall provide much better
bounds, though usually with more generators. Possibly 4 is the correct upper bound for
standard presentations. Wilson [40] has even conjectured that 2 relations suffice for the
universal covers of all finite simple groups.

We have not dealt with the Ree groups 2G2(q) in Theorems 1 and 2. The obstacle to
both short and bounded presentations of these groups is the fact that all presentations
presently known use more than q relations.

2. Proof of Theorem 3. The main idea behind the proof of Theorem 3 is to start
with a presentation of the symmetric group which has many generators and relations
which are invariant under a lot of symmetries. This invariance can be used to signifi-
cantly reduce the presentation by using only one generator and relator for each orbit, see
Lemma 4.

The most familiar presentation for the symmetric group Sn is the “Coxeter presenta-
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tion” [29]:

Sn = 〈x1, . . . , xn−1 | x2
i = (xixi+1)

3 = (xixj)
2 = 1

for all possible i and for i+ 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 1〉,

based on the transpositions (i, i+ 1).

Unfortunately this presentation is not symmetric enough – it is only invariant under a
group of order 2. There is a variant of this presentation where one adds an extra generator
(n, 1) which will make the presentation invariant under the dihedral group. This was used
by Burnside, who obtained the following presentation of Sn with 2 generators and about
n relations

Sn = 〈c, t | cn = t2 = (ttc)3 = (ct)n−1 = [t, tc
k

] = 1 for all 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 3〉,

This reduction is obtained using the following lemma:
Lemma 4. Let G = 〈X | R〉 be a presentation of the group G and let H = 〈Y | R′〉

be a group acting on G which fixes the generating set X. Then

〈Y ∪X/H | R′, R/H,R′′〉

is a presentation of the group H ⋉G, where

• X/H is a set of orbit representatives of X under H;

• R/H is a set of orbit representatives of R under H, where we have replaced each

generator by a conjugate of the orbit representative by H;

• R′′ are the relations [x, StabH(x)] = 1 for each x ∈ X/H.

In order to take a full advantage of this one needs a presentation which is invariant
under a very large group of symmetries like the following presentation based on the
transpositions (1, i):

Sn = 〈x2, . . . , xn | x2
i = (xixj)

3 = (xixjxixk)
2 = 1 for distinct i, j, k〉.

This presentation is due to Burnside [3] and Miller [28] in 1911; Burnside describes it as
probably “the most symmetrical form into which the abstract definition [of Sn] can be
thrown”.

The other essential ingredient in the proof of Theorem 3 is a presentation of a family of
3-transitive groups with a fixed number of generators and relations: Sunday [36] obtained
the following presentation for PSL(2, p) with only 2 generators and 3 relations

〈u, t | up = 1, t2 = (ut)3, (u4tu(p+1)/2t)2 = 1〉.

There is no presentation for this group with smaller |X |+ |R|. By [32], this follows from
the fact that the Schur multiplier of PSL(2, p) has order 2.

Using the gluing lemma this leads to the following presentation of the semidirect
product PSL(2, p)⋉Sp+2, where the action on PSL(2, p) is via the action on the projective
line:

PSL(2, p)⋉ Sp+2 = 〈u, t, z | up = 1, t2 = (ut)3, (u4tu(p+1)/2t)2 = 1,

z2 = 1, [u, z] = 1, (zzt)3 = 1, (zztzztu)2 = 1〉.

The final step in obtaining a presentation of Sp+2 with bounded number of generators
and relations is the observation that the semidirect product PSL(2, p)⋉Sp+2 is isomorphic
to the direct product PSL(2, p)× Sp+2. This leads to the following presentation with 3
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generators and 8 relations

Sp+2 = 〈u, t, z | up = 1, t2 = (ut)3, (u4tu(p+1)/2t)2 = 1,

z2 = 1, [u, z] = 1, (zzt)3 = 1, (zztzztu)2 = 1, (uzt)p+1 = 1〉.

From here obtaining presentations of all symmetric groups is relatively easy, because
one can obtain a presentation of Sm starting from a presentation of Sn for m/2 < n < m.
The resulting presentations will have 4 generators and about 20 relations. Reducing the
number of relations to 8 requires significant optimizations, including case by case handing
of groups with n < 50.

The alternating groups are handled in a similar way, starting with a presentation of
An due to Carmichael [11].

3. Outline of the Proof of Theorems 2 and 1. We first deal with rank 1 groups
(especially SL(2, q), SU(3, q) and Sz(q)). The case of groups over prime field is relatively
easy, however encoding the field is not trivial. The main difficulty is that the unipotent
subgroup is elementary abelian of large rank and does not have a presentation with
small number of generators and relations. This is bypassed by considering presentations
of the Borel subgroups. Presentations of these subgoups are combined in a standard
presentation of Steinberg [35], based on rank 1 BN-pairs to obtain presentations of the
whole groups.

The rank 1 presentations, combined with the Curtis-Steinberg-Tits presentations [14,
39], are used to obtain short bounded presentations for bounded rank groups. Bounded
(but not short) presentations for untwisted groups of bounded rank were obtained in [24].

Finally, one needs to handle the classical groups of unbounded rank. Presentations
of the groups SL(n, q) are obtained by combing a presentation of SL(4, q) and An (The
consideration for the other classical groups are similar).

As in the case of Theorem 3 further optimization of the presentations is needed in
order to reduce the number of relations in the presentations to under 100. Most of the
optimization is achieved by technical tricks which allow us to replace several relations by
a single one.

Either bounded or short presentations for nonabelian simple groups go substantially
beyond what one might expect. Obtaining both as in Theorem 1 simultaneously was a
surprise. By contrast, while abelian simple groups (i.e., cyclic groups of prime order) have
bounded presentations, as well as ones that are short, they cannot have presentations
satisfying both of these conditions. In fact, this example led us to believe, initially,
that nonabelian simple groups also would not have short bounded presentations. A
hint that nonabelian finite simple groups behave differently from abelian ones came
from the Congruence Subgroup Property, which can be used to obtain a short bounded
presentation for SL(2, p) when p is prime.

Pushing this idea to the other simple groups required many technical tricks. One of
the main challanges was the case of rank 1 groups because their Borel subgroups do not
have bounded and short presentations. Instead we work with infinite central extensions
of these groups which are later collapsed by adding suitable relations. Another challenge
is ensuring that certain elements can be represented as short words on the generators,
which will later be needed to collapse the centers of the Lie groups of high rank. Not
surprisingly the cost of having such control is a significant increase of the number of
generators and relators in the presentations.
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4. Applications. The quantitative study of profinite presentations of finite simple
groups was started in [26], motivated by an attempt to prove the Mann-Pyber con-
jecture [27, 30], which asserts that the number of normal subgroups of index n of the

free group Fd is O(ncd logn) for some constant c. Mann [27] showed that his conjecture
about O(log |G|)-relation presentations for finite simple groups implies the Mann-Pyber
conjecture; and hence he proved that conjecture except for the twisted rank 1 groups.

In [26] the Mann-Pyber conjecture was proved by using a weaker version of Mann’s
conjecture: There is a constant C such that every finite simple group G has a profinite
presentation with 2 generators and at most C log |G| relations.

On the other hand, whereas our theorem shows that nonabelian finite simple groups
have presentations far shorter than O(log |G|), [1] (combined with [37, 22]) showed that
every finite group G with no 2G2(q) composition factor has a presentation of length
O((log |G|)3), where the constant 3 is best possible.

Short and bounded presentations are goals of one aspect of Computational Group
Theory ([33] and [21]). Such presentations have various applications, such as in [25, 23]
for gluing together presentations in a normal series in order to obtain a presentation for a
given matrix group. We hope that both types of presentations will turn out to be useful
in Computational Group Theory.

The crucial ingredient in the proof of the above mentioned proof of Mann-Pyber
conjecture by Lubotzky [26] was a theorem of Holt [20]: There is a constant C such that,
for every finite simple group G, every prime p and every irreducible FpG-module M,

dimH2(G,M) ≤ C(logp |G|p) dimM,

where |G|p denotes the p-part of the integer |G|. In fact, Holt proved that C can be
taken to be 2, using tools including standard cohomology methods. Moreover, Holt [20]
conjectured the following stronger result which is an easy consequence of Theorem 2:

Theorem 5 (Holt’s Conjecture for simple groups, [16]). There is a constant C such

that, for every finite simple group G, every prime p and every irreducible FpG-module

M , dimH2(G,M) ≤ C dimM .

The bound C in the above theorem could be improved to 20, see [17], however there
is an expectation that the best possible bound is C = 1.

As noted above, Theorems 1 and 2 do not require the classification of the finite simple
groups: it only deals with groups having rank n over Fq. Of course, by the classification
this ignores only the 26 sporadic simple groups. On the other hand, Theorem 5 does
use the classification. However, unlike many papers no classification-dependent internal
structural properties of these groups are required for the proof.
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ПРЕДСТАВЯНИЯ НА КРАЙНИТЕ ПРОСТИ ГРУПИ И
ПРИЛОЖЕНИЯ

Мартин Димитров Касабов

Ние конструираме представяния на крайните прости групи с изненадващо мал-

ко определящи съотношения. Например, алтернативните групи An и симетрич-

ните групи Sn имат представяния само с 2 пораждащи и 8 съотношения. Такива

представяния намират приложение в компютърната теория на групите. Те са

ключови компоненти в алгоритмите за разпознаване на крайни групи, породени

от матрици над крайно поле.
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